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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF NEW RESULTS 
DOUBLE LAYER POTENTIALS ON BOUNDARIES WITH CORNERS AND EDGES 
T.S. Angell and R.E. Kleinman (Department of Mathematical Sciences, 
University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19711,U.S.A.) and 
3. Krsll (Matematicky ustav CSAV, 2itns§ 25, 11567 Praha 1, CSSR), 
received 20.1. 1986 . 
We say that a bounded open set Dc. R is rectangular if each 
point z in the boundary 3D ot 0 has a neighbourhood U c 3D homeo-
2 
morphic with R such that U is contained in the three planes pas-
sing through z parallel to the coordinate planes. If z s 3D is not 
situated on an edge then n(z) denotes the unit exterior normal to 
D at z; otherwise n(z)=0 (= the zero vector in R ). C(£D) stands 
for the space of all continuous functions on 90 and H~ denotes 
the surface measure on dD. For each fcC(dD) the double layer 
potential 
Wf(x) = U t f ) - 1 f f ( z ) n ( z ) ( z - x ) j | z - x | 3 dH?(z) J&~$ L 
i s a narmonic tunc t ion of the var iab le xeR \ SO admi t t ing a con-
tinuous extension from D to dD:W.f(z)= l im Wf(x) , zedU. 
i x ~* x 
X £ P 
W.:f v—>W.f is a bounded linear operator acting on C(dD). Let us 
denote by ll-- u the usual maximum norm, by I the identity operator, 
by Q the space of all compact linear operators on C O D ) . As shown 
in [1] 0. Kr31 and W. Wendland: Some examples concerning applica-
bility of the Fredholm-Radon method in potential theory, 
Aplikace matematiky 31(1986). 
it may happen for simple recxanguiar sets that 
inf U^-otl-T h ; T £ Q J / Vx | Z I 
for each value of the parameter oc -*= 0. The ideas described in ilj 
together with some geometrical considerations permit to establish 
the following result. 
Theorem. For each rectangular set 0 there is a norm p indu-
cing the topology of uniform convergence on C( 3D) such that 
2 inf \ p(W.- \ I - T); T* Qi<l. 
This result has applications in connection with potential-
theoretic boundary value problems; it implies, in particular, that 
for each rectangular set D with a connected complement the corres-
ponding operator W. is invertible on C(dD) (cf.Cll). 
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